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THREATS TO THE YELLOW SEA'S TIDAL 
WETLANDS

Nicholas J. Murray, Robert S. Clemens, Stuart R. Phinn, Hugh P. Possingham, 
and Richard A. Fuller All photographs by Nicholas J. Murray

Tidal flats are a highly productive coastal ecosystem with a species diversity 
thought to rival that of tropical rain forests, yet we know remarkably little 
about their distribution and status. In East Asia, tidal wetlands are the frontline 
ecosystem protecting a coastal population of more than 150 million people from 
storms and sea-level rise. Unprecedented coastal development, particularly in 
China and South Korea, has led to growing concern about status of coastal 
wetlands in the region. We developed a new remote sensing method to assess 
change over >4000 kilometers of the Yellow Sea coastline and discovered vast 
losses of the region’s principal coastal ecosystem, tidal flats, driven primarily 
by urban, industrial, and agricultural land reclamations. Our methods provide a 
framework for assessing change of intertidal ecosystems and can be applied to 
any geographic region with adequate satellite data.
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Photo 1. Coastal reclamation for industrial development at an offshore 
island in South Korea; note the ships in port at the top left for scale.

Photo 2. East Asia’s tidal flats support an annual migration of millions of 
migratory shorebirds through the East Asian Australasian Flyway. Migratory 
shorebirds stop in East Asia to rest and refuel, and ongoing habitat loss is likely 
to severely affect shorebird populations across the flyway.
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Photo 3. Aquaculture development encroaching ~250 m onto a tidal flat 
(top of image) in Gomso Bay, South Korea.

These photographs illustrate the article “Tracking the rapid loss of tidal wetlands in the 
Yellow Sea” by Nicholas J. Murray, Robert S. Clemens, Stuart R. Phinn, Hugh P. Possingham, 
and Richard A. Fuller, published in Frontiers in Ecology and the Environment 12:267–272, June 
2014. http://dx.doi.org/10.1890/130260
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